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Sanctions and 
Infrastructural Ideologies

Assessing the Material Shaping of EU Digital Sovereignty in 
Response to the War in Ukraine



TL;DR

● EU sanctions against Russian entities are inconsistently implemented across the EU 
member states;

● For the European Commission this might be a breakthrough for its digital sovereignty 
agenda because the Council and the Commission were aligned in establishing a digital 
sovereignty policy that combines economic sanctions and battling misinformation;

● Multistakeholder internet governance functions as an ideological state apparatus, guided by 
an infrastructural ideology, to increase global connectivity on the interconnection layer;

● The EU functions as a emerging repressive state apparatus by inscribing its norms, through 
its territorial power, in a part of the global network of networks, but only does so within its 
borders and on the content layer;

● A global ideological state apparatus increases interconnection while repressive state 
apparatuses inscribe their regional norms in a process of metagovernance of internet 
governance. 



interdisciplinarity at work

● Niels ten Oever - critical infrastructure lab - University of Amsterdam
● Clement Perarnaud - Brussels School of Governance - Vrije Universiteit Brussel - 
● John Kristoff - University of Illinois Chicago 
● Moritz Müller - SIDN Labs and University of Twente
● Max Resing - University of Twente
● Arturo Filasto - OONI
● Chris Kanich - University of Illinois Chicago



How do sanctions aimed 
at Internet infrastructure 
align with the EU's 
approach to Internet 
governance and its digital 
sovereignty aspirations?



Methodology (1)

● Network measurements
○ We used venture points from the following networks:

■ RIPE Atlas
■ EduVPN
■ Dataplane.org
■ NLNOG RING
■ OONI

○ We measured for:
■ reachability (ICMP, TCP, and UDP traceroute probes)
■ Domain Name System (DNS) response (A and AAAA DNS queries over UDP transport)
■ Transport Layer Security (TLS) handshake  (Handshake to the IP addresses associated 

with port 443 on the targets and perform TLS certificate verification)
■ Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) connection. (HTTP GET request for the / resource. 

We issue requests over both HTTP (80) and HTTPS (443) where applicable.)



Methodology (2)



Methodology (3)

● Policy analysis of public documents analysis from the EU and member 
states published from 2019 – 2024*

○ EU digital sovereignty documents
○ EU policies and processes that have accompanied the sanction development and 

implementation.

* Corresponding with the Von der Leyen presidency



Sanctions
1. Sanctions 

a. Economic
b. Diplomatic
c. Military
d. Sports
e. Environment

2. Economic Sanctions are commercial and 
financial penalties applied against states, 
group, or individuals
a. Trade barriers
b. Asset freezes
c. Travel bans
d. Arms embargoes
e. Restrictions on financial transactions

3. Effective / Ineffective
a. Elites
b. Targeted / Untargeted
c. Overcompliance



Three concepts
a new combination?

● Sanctions
● Digital Sovereignty
● Network Filtering



Sanctions in the Europe Union

● Sanctions in the European Union are proposed by the The High 
Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy

● The High Representative introduces sanctions  to the European Council. The 
European Council consists of government ministers from each EU member 
state. 

● When sanctions are adopted, it is the responsibility of the individual member 
states to implement the sanctions. 

● The European Commission oversees and evaluates the uniform application of 
sanctions.



European Digital Sovereignty



Thusfar European 
Digital Sovereignty 
policy impacts are 
‘uncertain’ at best.  

(Clement Perarnaud)





February 2014 - Russia invaded Ukraine
Annexation of Crimea and illegal military operations in Ukraine’s eastern Donbas region by the Russian 
state.

EU creates two sanctions packages:

● "Council Regulation (EU) No 833/2014 of 31 July 2014 concerning restrictive measures in view of 
Russia’s actions destabilizing the situation in Ukraine" 

● "Council Regulation (EU) No 269/2014 of 17 March 2014 concerning restrictive measures in respect 
of actions undermining or threatening the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of 
Ukraine"

February 2022 - Russia started a full scale invasion attempt of Ukraine.

Updates to the sanction packages

Quick timeline



 Council Decision 2022/351

“it shall be prohibited for operators to broadcast or to enable, facilitate or otherwise 
contribute to broadcast, any content by the legal persons, entities or bodies listed 
in Annex XV, including through transmission or distribution by any means such as 
cable, satellite, IP-TV, Internet service providers, Internet video-sharing platforms 
or applications, whether new or pre-installed”



● Caser-Ripolles et al. (2023) qualify this turn as “unprecedented and controversial” and part of 
strengthening the EU’s geopolitical approach towards disinformation. 

● Helberger and Schulz (2022) argued further that before the start of the war, such a decision would 
have been considered “unthinkable” at the EU level, in light of its scope (covering both audiovisual 
and online media), its consequences for freedom of expression and access to information, but also 
because media regulation (as a cultural competency) had been mainly left to the responsibility of EU 
member states until this point in time. 

● Indeed, in normal circumstances, “the EU does not have the competence to impose on member 
states restrictions on the activities of a broadcaster under media law” (Cabrera Blázquez, 2022).

● Sanctions have become the tool enabling the Commission to give more substance to its geopolitical 
agenda (Portela, 2024).





















Conclusions (I) - Sanctions

● Sanctions against Russian entities are inconsistently implemented across the EU;

● Can at least in part be contributed to the high-level and technology neutral 
description of the sanctions and the lack of recommendations for technical 
implementation;

● Implementation of the sanctions was largely left to the interpretation of network 
operators and guidance and interpretation provided by national authorities in EU 
member states (if any);

● The technical methods used for implementing the blocks are not transparent in 
most cases;

● End users are not adequately informed that the reason they cannot access the 
requested resource is due to EU mandated filtering. 



Conclusions (II) - Digital Sovereignty

● It is still very easy to find content from Russia Today and Sputnik online, both through mirror 
sites as well as aggregate sites; 

● While these sanctions can be categorised as an economic measure, these sanctions must 
also be understood in the broader context of recent EU policies tackling online 
disinformation and foreign interference;

● Diffuse implementation might be basis to say that this had limited impact to increasing the 
EU’s digital sovereignty; 

● However, first large online content regulation measure by the EU;

● Evaluation by the Commission might lead to more uniform implementation.



Conclusion (III) - Theoretical Contribution

● Multistakeholder internet governance functions as an ideological state 
apparatus, guided by an infrastructural ideology to increase interconnection;

● The EU functions as a emerging repressive state apparatus by inscribing its 
norms, through its territorial power, in a part of the global network of networks, 
but only does so within its borders and on the content layer;

● A global ideological state apparatus increases interconnection while 
repressive state apparatuses inscribe their regional norms in a process we 
call the metagovernance of internet governance. 
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